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Purpose: As radiation therapy treatment precision increases with advancements in imaging and radiation delivery, dose painting
treatment becomes increasingly feasible, where targets receive a nonuniform radiation dose. The high precision of stereotactic
radiosurgery (SRS) makes it a good candidate for dose painting treatments, but no suitable metrics to assess dose painting SRS plans
exist. Existing dose painting assessment metrics weigh target overdose and underdose equally but are unsuited for SRS plans, which
typically avoid target underdose more. Current SRS metrics also prioritize reducing healthy tissue dose through selectivity and dose
fall-off, and these metrics assume single prescriptions. We propose a set of metrics for dose painting SRS that would meet clinical needs
and are calculated with nonuniform dose painting prescriptions.
Methods and Materials: Sample dose painting SRS prescriptions are first created from Gamma Knife SRS cases, apparent diffusion
coefficient magnetic resonance images, and various image-to-prescription functions. Treatment plans are found through semi-infinite
linear programming optimization and using clinically determined isocenters, then assessed with existing and proposed metrics.
Modified versions of SRS metrics are proposed, including coverage, selectivity, conformity, efficiency, and gradient indices. Quality
factor, a current dose painting metric, is applied both without changes and with modifications. A new metric, integral dose ratio, is
proposed as a measure of target overdose.
Results: The merits of existing and modified metrics are demonstrated and discussed. A modified conformity index using mean or
minimum prescription dose would be suitable for dose painting SRS with integral or maximum boost methods, respectively. Either
modified efficiency index is a suitable replacement for the existing gradient index.
Conclusions: The proposed modified SRS metrics are appropriate measures of plan quality for dose painting SRS plans and have the
advantage of giving equal values as the original SRS metrics when applied to single-prescription plans.
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article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction

Dose painting is a radiation therapy treatment
method that uses the established heterogeneity of tumor
radiosensitivity to deliver variable prescribed doses.
Although dose painting is increasingly being studied in
radiation therapy, studies in dose painting radiosurgery
are few. In this paper, we investigate assessment metrics
t
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for dose painting radiosurgery, setting up a way to quan-
tify plan quality in subsequent studies.

Dose painting by numbers (DPBN) is a highly precise
treatment method that uses quantitative imaging to vary
prescriptions for individual voxels, and it has been made
increasingly feasible by improvements in quantitative
imaging, plan optimization, and radiation delivery techni-
ques.1-6 Numerous studies have demonstrated both feasi-
bility and clinical benefits of using DPBN to apply
heterogenous dose distributions in radiation therapy.4-14

With the voxel-level precision required for DPBN, geo-
metric uncertainty in treatment is a consideration that
has been accounted for in other studies through geometric
methods15 and optimization methods.1,16,17

Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a form of high-preci-
sion radiation therapy typically used to treat brain
tumors. Current SRS treatments have high resolution
imaging as input, pretreatment target localization, and
strict patient immobilization to ensure submillimeter pre-
cision.18-20 SRS also typically involves motion tracking
during treatment, such as through the Novalis ExacTrac
system21-23 or through Gamma Knife’s frame- or mask-
based high-definition motion management camera sys-
tem.24-32 In addition, brain structures typically have low
deformation and movement because of skull rigidity, and
it is a common clinical practice to have same-day imaging,
planning, and treatment. The ongoing development of
SRS hardware and techniques continues to improve its
precision and versatility. For example, the CyberKnife S7
system has a higher dose rate of up to 1000 MU per min-
ute,33 so precision is improved through shortened treat-
ment time and reduced intrafraction movement. The
established and improving precision of SRS methods
makes the heterogeneity of tumors more readily discerned
in imaging and treatment, and so this makes it interesting
to study the possibilities of DPBN in SRS treatment.

One may assume that metrics for assessing the quality
of dose painting radiation therapy plans would extend to
dose painting SRS plans. However, clinical priorities in
SRS differ sufficiently from those in typical radiation ther-
apy that existing metrics cannot be easily or directly used
to evaluate dose painting plan quality in SRS.

The first key difference of SRS treatment plans from
conventional radiation therapy plans is the stronger
penalizing of target underdose than overdose. The pre-
scription isodose line for SRS plans, which describes the
planned treatment dose relative to the planned maximum
target dose,34 is typically between 40% to 60%. This ratio
corresponds to the maximum target dose of 167% to
250% of the prescribed dose. As such, despite having a
single prescribed dose, target “overdose” is expected, and
SRS plan metrics such as coverage index and conformity
index only account for underdose.

On the other hand, metrics used in existing dose paint-
ing studies, such as quality factor8,13,35 and the set of 3 indi-
ces (index of achievement, index of hotness, and index of
coldness)36 equally weigh both target overdose and under-
dose and would be heavily skewed when used with SRS
plans. Quality- or Q-volume histogram (QVH)37 and differ-
ence volume histogram (ΔVH)16 plots show the deviation of
the planned doses from prescribed doses and are useful
replacements for targets’ dose volume histogram (DVH)
plots and are usable with dose painting SRS plans, but these
plots are not as easily comparable as numerical indices.

A second key difference of SRS treatments is the
emphasis on reducing dose in healthy tissue. The high
doses in the target lead to the benefit of a steeper dose
fall-off outside the target,20,38 which is particularly crucial
in SRS treatments because each treatment fraction has, in
general, much higher doses than conventional radiation
therapy. SRS metrics such as selectivity index and gradient
index (GI) prioritize a reduction of healthy tissue dose but
are calculated using a single prescription dose and cannot
be directly used for dose painting plans. Using modified
versions of these metrics would allow clinicians to use the
established understanding of existing metrics.
Methods and Materials
Dose painting treatment plans

Data from 8 patients, previously treated with SRS using
Gamma Knife Icon and used in studies of radiation-
induced change in biomarkers,39,40 were selected under
an Research Ethics Board-approved clinical trial based on
the availability of accompanying diffusion-weighted imag-
ing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images.

Clinical single dose prescriptions ranged between 12
and 24 Gy. In addition to preplanning T1- and T2-
weighted MRI, apparent diffusion coefficient images were
coregistered to the planning MRI, providing a useful indi-
cator of cellular density and a possible gauge for radiation
effectiveness.41,42 More details of each case can be found
in Table E1.

The exact relationships between image type, tumor
radiosensitivity, and clinical prescription are complex. For
example, Søvik et al43 and Thorwarth et al4 use tumor con-
trol probability models to estimate prescribed dose, by
respectively relating partial pressure of oxygen to radiosen-
sitivity or [18F]-fluoromisonidazole tracer retention to
radioresistance and finally prescribed dose. Other studies
have used a simpler linear relationship between voxel inten-
sity with [18F]fluoro-deoxy-glucose positron emission
tomography imaging, hypoxia, and prescribed dose.5,37,44

Whether using tumor control probability models or other-
wise, each method makes assumptions to simplify the rela-
tionships between image, biology, and prescription, and the
optimal prescription function requires further study.45,46

In this research, we generated a variety of dose paint-
ing prescriptions using different prescription functions
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that are used with pretreatment apparent diffusion coeffi-
cient values as a metric of tumor heterogeneity. The use
of multiple functions reduces the assumptions made in
relating image voxel intensity to prescribed dose, as well
as allowing a simulation using alternative image types
that indicate different kinds of heterogeneity, such as hyp-
oxia instead of hypercellularity, which would then result
in different prescriptions.

Four prescription functions, as developed by Bowen et
al,45 are used to translate voxel image intensity to pre-
scribed dose: polynomial integral boost, polynomial max
boost, sigmoid integral boost, and sigmoid max boost.
Polynomial functions include the existing linear prescrip-
tion functions from other studies, and we extend them by
using varying polynomial exponents to account for less
direct relationships. Sigmoid functions allow resemblance
to possible dose-response functions45 and thus incorpo-
rate some radiobiological considerations into the pre-
scription. The polynomial exponents of 0.5, 1, or 2 and
sigmoid function slopes of 2, 4, or 10, combined with 5
levels of dose boosts each, gives 30 different max boost
and 30 integral boost dose painting prescription functions
for each case. To reduce variability and increase compara-
bility between the various cases and plans, all plans have a
base prescription of 21 Gy.

Treatment plans for treating with a Gamma Knife Icon
or Perfexion machine are then obtained using optimiza-
tion with a semi-infinite linear programming formulation
and interior point constraint generation.47 The optimiza-
tion objective terms of quadratic overdose penalties (for
both targets and organs at risk) and underdose penalties
(for targets) are approximated with linear functions,
which are generated procedurally by the interior point
constraint generation algorithm. Two common sets of
optimization parameters are separately used for small and
large target volumes, and the output of each optimization
is an optimal radiation treatment plan for the dose paint-
ing prescription input. It should be noted that this is not a
reflection of clinical practice, where a clinician will tune
optimization parameters for each case and prescription to
get a desired plan, but the optimization does produce suf-
ficiently high-quality plans to allow us to evaluate plan
assessment metrics.
Metrics

A list of terms and abbreviations are summarized in
Table 1.

Quality factor (QF)37 is a common metric used in dose
painting studies, where the quality (Q) of each voxel is the
ratio of planned to prescribed dose. In SRS plans this quan-
tity would be too heavily weighted on overdosing, so to accu-
rately capture SRS priorities, QFcold is introduced, which
focuses on underdose. QFhot is also defined for completeness,
as well as QFhot,125% and QFhot,150%. As significant portions
of typical SRS targets have above 125% and 150% relative
dose, the additional indicators may be useful in dose painting
SRS. The related equations for QF are

Qvoxel � Planned dosevoxel=prescribed dosevoxel

QF ¼ 1
n

X

volume

����Qvoxel � 1

����

QFcold ¼ 1
n

X

voxel

Qvoxel � 1½ ��

QFhot ¼ 1
n

X

voxel

Qvoxel � 1½ �þ

QFhot;125% ¼ 1
n

X

voxel

Qvoxel � 1:25½ �þ

QFhot;150% ¼ 1
n

X

voxel

Qvoxel � 1:5½ �þ

Similar to QF where the relative target dose is consid-
ered, integral dose ratio (IDR) is proposed. Where QF
quantifies deviation from the planned dose, IDR quanti-
fies the overall relative dose ratio:

IDR ¼ Integral dose of GTV=integral planned dose of GTV

Coverage index, D95%, and V95%, are common metrics
used in evaluating SRS plans with single prescriptions. As
these metrics only involve the target voxels, we can easily
adapt them by scaling calculations according to individual
voxel prescriptions, and we use (*) to identify modified
versions.

Coverage index, or target coverage, is defined as the
ratio of prescription isodose volume (PIV)Target to gross
tumor volume (GTV).34 The change for dose painting is
to calculate relative to each voxel’s prescription instead of
marked volumes based on the typical single prescription.
D95% is defined as the minimum dose or absorbed dose to
95% of the target volume,34 and V95% is the fraction of the
target volume that receives at least 95% of the prescribed
dose. D95%* and V95%* are similarly calculated relative to
each voxel’s prescription dose instead of using absolute
dose. The original and modified formulas for coverage
are, where TTV is treated target volume:

Coverage ¼ TTV=GTV

Coverage� ¼
P

voxelsplanned dose�prescribed dose

GTV

Three metrics, selectivity index, GI,48 and efficiency
index (EI),49 consider healthy tissue sparing and thus
involve voxels outside the target while using a single value



Table 1 Terms and their descriptions and whether they are used with single prescription plans or dose painting pre-
scription plans

Term Description Single prescription Dose painting

GTV Target volume x x
PIV Volume covered by the prescription isodose line x
PIVmin & PIVmean Volume covered by the minimum and mean prescription iso-

dose line, respectively
x

PIVX% Volume covered by the X% prescription isodose line x
PIVX%,min & PIVX%,mean Volume covered by the X% prescription isodose line for mini-

mum and mean prescriptions, respectively
x

TTV Target volume covered by the prescription isodose line x
TTVmin & TTVmean Target volume covered by the minimum and mean prescription

isodose lines, respectively
x

Integral dose Mean dose for the given volume multiplied by the same volume x x
Abbreviations: GTV = gross tumor volume; PIV = prescription isodose volume; TTV = treated target volume.
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for prescribed dose. Scaling by the individual target vox-
els’ prescribed doses is not possible, so we propose the use
of the minimum prescribed dose for conservative meas-
ures and mean prescribed dose for a measure that scales
proportionally to the overall intended dose. These
adjusted metrics are indicated with a min or mean sub-
script, respectively. EI12 Gy, an option suggested for multi-
ple targets,45 is applicable for dose painting without
modification. The equations for these indices are

Selectivity ¼ TTV=PIV

Selectivitymin ¼ TTVmin=PIVmin

Selectivitymean ¼ TTVmean=PIVmean

GI ¼ PIV50%=PIV

GImin ¼ PIV50%;min=PIVmin

GImean ¼ PIV50%;mean=PIVmean

EI50% ¼ Integral dose of GTV=integral dose of PIV50%

EI50%;min ¼ Integral dose of GTV=integral dose of PIV50%;min

EI50%;mean ¼ Integral dose of GTV=integral dose of PIV50%;mean

EI12 Gy ¼ Integral dose of GTV=integral dose of PIV12 Gy

Paddick conformity index (PCI) is a common metric
used to express conformity of dose to the target and can
be expressed as a product of coverage index and selectivity
index.34,50 As we have new definitions for both indices, 2
dose painting−specific PCI formulas can be likewise
defined as follows:

PCI ¼ TTV2= GTV � PIVð Þ

¼ Coverage � selectivity

PCI�min ¼ Coverage� � selectivitymin

PCI�mean ¼ Coverage� � selectivitymean
Results
An example optimized dose painting plan is used in
Figs. 1 and 2 and compared with the clinical treatment
plan. The dose painting prescription function used is a
linear function with a minimum dose prescription of 21
Gy and an integral mean dose boost of 3.15 Gy. The fig-
ures illustrate how calculations for typical SRS metrics
that include nontarget voxels would be sensitive to choice
of mean or minimum prescribed dose. The clinical plan
has a single selectivity value of 0.70. Calculating selectivity
for the dose painting plan using the mean gives 0.85,
while using the minimum gives 0.74. Figure 2 also shows
that although the absolute doses for dose painting may be
higher than the higher prescription doses, as seen in the
DVH, the optimization was able to keep these doses closer
to 1 on the quality ratio and thus close to the prescribed
values, as seen in the QVH.

Figure 3 shows the correlation coefficients between all
used metrics, where the data are combined from all 8
cases and all prescription functions. In all metrics except
QFcold and GI, a higher value is desirable, and the



Figure 1 Example isodose lines to illustrate the differences in calculating using minimum or mean. (A) A clinical plan
with a single prescription of 21 Gy. (B) A dose painting plan with minimum and mean prescriptions of 21 and 24.15 Gy,
respectively. The voxel color indicates the prescribed dose, and isodose lines are based on the treatment plan dose.
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magnitude of correlation is of most significance. The 4
strongly correlated groups are indicative of the focus of
each set of metrics: (1) metrics that focus on target voxels
(Coverage*, D95%*, V95%*, QFcold), (2) metrics that focus
on or are dominated by target overdose (QFhot,
QFhot,150%, QF, IDR), (3) metrics that focus on the voxels
Figure 2 Example histograms to illustrate the differences in
dose painting by numbers prescriptions. The quality volume h
and planning target volume surrounding the target.
in the near vicinity of the target (selectivity, PCI), and (4)
metrics that focus on an extended volume beyond near
the target (GI, EI).

QFhot and QFhot,150% have strong correlation to QF,
showing a clear domination of QF by apparent target
overdose when used to study SRS plans. There is a
assessments for clinical single-dose prescriptions and for
istograms and dose volume histograms are for the target



Figure 3 Correlation matrix for applicable assessment
metrics.
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noticeable correlation between these 4 metrics and GI,
which aligns with the expectation that as the target dose is
increased, dose fall-off gets steeper.

Selectivity and PCI are expectedly closely correlated as
PCI is a product of coverage and selectivity, especially as
coverages for all our example cases are close to 1. GI and
EI use similar volumes and are similarly correlated.

Figure 4 shows a closer comparison between modified
SRS metrics, PCI*min and PCI*mean, GImin and GImean,
and EImin and EImean. The data are taken from all cases,
prescription functions, and dose boost levels. Overall, the
grouping of data points shows that these metrics are
largely determined by case.

In Fig. 4A, the separation between the metrics grows as
boost level increases, where the trendlines move increas-
ingly further from the x = y line. In Fig. 4B and 4C, boost
level does not have as clear an effect on metric choice,
with trendlines closer to the x = y line and to each other.

Figure 5 explores the use of 2 metrics modified from QF
to quantify target overdose. The ideal value of QF for dose
painting radiation therapy plans is zero, and QFhot, which
only calculates for overdose, never reaches zero for either
clinical or dose painting SRS plans. QFhot,150% only calcu-
lates for overdose exceeding 150% and does reach zero in
some SRS plans. There is no clear trend for dose boost level
and some clustering of points for cases 06 and 07.
Discussion
The groups of correlated metrics show there is some
flexibility for clinicians to use metrics to provide the most
insight for their study.
The strong correlation between each pair of mean- and
minimum-oriented metrics for selectivity, PCI, GI, and EI
show that we may pick the most suitable focus depending
on the study. For example, with studies using integral
boost prescription functions where the mean prescription
is predetermined, mean-oriented metrics would be more
comparable between plans. On the other hand, studies
using the max boost method would have a mean prescrip-
tion based on the set maximum boost, prescription func-
tion, and distribution of voxel image intensities, so it may
be more appropriate to use minimum-oriented metrics.

The comparisons in Fig. 4 characterize the differences
one might expect when choosing between the 2 sets of
metrics, and this could be an additional consideration
when choosing the type of dose painting boost. The trend-
lines for PCI*mean and PCI*min indicate that the choice
would have noticeable effect on the metric’s value,
whereas for GI and EI, which are calculated using vol-
umes beyond the immediate vicinity of targets, the choice
between mean- or minimum-oriented metric has less
effect. It may also be a consideration to choosing EI over
GI, with the lower variation due to consideration of dose
in the whole volume and not just the size of the volume,
as well as the numerator of integral target dose being
unaffected by choice of mean or minimum prescription
dose. Further advantages of EI are explored in the study
by Dimitriadis and Paddick.49 Nonetheless, either mean-
or minimum-oriented metrics would allow clinical inter-
pretations similar to existing SRS metrics and if applied to
single-prescription plans would give the same values as
existing metrics.

For target underdose metrics, QFcold and V95%* have a
strong correlation, indicating that V95%*, modified from
the widely used V95%, could sufficiently cover underdose
concerns of the dose painting. Coverage� and D95%* may
also continue to be used as primary indications of under-
dose levels in dose painting plans.

For overdose metrics, the strong correlation between
QFhot and QF, together with the weak correlation between
QFcold and QF, indicate that QF alone cannot be applied
to dose painting in SRS, as the high apparent overdose
levels overshadow the small levels of underdose. Using
QFhot,150% instead of QFhot extends the acceptable dose to
150% of prescribed dose, and this relative threshold may
be adjusted depending on case or study. Furthermore, the
possibility of QFhot,150% reaching zero aligns with the cur-
rent ideal of QF in assessing radiation therapy plans.
Clinicians familiar with the prior use of QF in dose paint-
ing radiation therapy have the option to use the separate
metrics QFcold and QFhot or QFhot,150%.

On the other hand, integral dose is a known concept in
radiation therapy, and IDR uses integral dose, like the
existing SRS metric EI. The strong correlation between
IDR and QFhot or QFhot,150% shows that IDR may also be
used as an indication of the amount of overdose.



Figure 4 Comparison between mean- and minimum-oriented metrics for (A) Paddick conformity index, (B) gradient
index, and (C) efficiency index calculated for dose painting plans, with clinical plans marked in 4. The data set is sepa-
rated by dose painting dose boost level and by case to illustrate the effect on each metric.
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Regarding the effect of prescription functions in dose
painting, the use of different prescription functions in this
study allows the creation of a variety of dose painting pre-
scriptions from the available cases and images and thus
allows us to apply the investigation of metrics to various
types of plans. The effect of prescription function on plan
quality, and thus metric values, may be explored in future
work.



Figure 5 Comparison between quality factor (QF)hot and QFhot,150%, with clinical plans marked in4.
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Conclusion
Using metrics modified from existing SRS or dose
painting metrics is demonstrated to be possible, with the
modified metrics accounting for the characteristics of
dose painting SRS plans. Users familiar with existing SRS
single prescription metrics may easily adopt the modified
versions of coverage, selectivity, PCI, GI, and EI, as they
would give values equal to the original metrics when
applied to single prescription plans. Users familiar with
QF in dose painting radiation therapy may apply the sep-
arate metrics of QFcold and QFhot for dose painting SRS.

The combined use of mean- and minimum-oriented
metrics would give the most information to users, but
using 1 set that fits the dose painting boost method, inte-
gral boost, or max boost would be sufficient to allow com-
parison between plans and cases.

Dose histograms (DVH and QVH) and dose distribu-
tion visualizations remain useful for dose painting SRS
plans and complement the use of any used metrics.
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